While the COVID‐19 pandemic is triggering significant discussion about manufacturing supply chains in multiple industries, many stakeholders throughout the plastics industry are rising to the challenge to keep their customers and themselves stocked with products and parts.

Whether relying on solid planning and stockpiling of key items, intense daily monitoring of operations, a strong culture of collaboration and safety, or some combination of all three, companies that spoke with *Plastics Engineering* in April for this article shared an unwavering sense of duty and perseverance as businesses that are deemed essential.

Some manufacturing analysts and strategists are urging companies to establish multiple management teams to not only to deal with the current crisis but begin planning for a rebound and seizing new opportunities. Frost & Sullivan hosted an April 9 webinar titled "Market Impact of COVID‐19: How to Respond, Reset, and Rebound." But as this issue was going to press, plenty of uncertainty about how businesses will return to full‐time, full‐staff operations in the wake of social distancing strictures had company leadership cautious in speculating about how they might refine operations in the long term. Celanese credits a strong culture of safety and communication with keeping its 40 plants worldwide, including this one in Nanjing, China, resilient during the COVID‐19 pandemic.Courtesy of Celanese
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With Chinese plants in Nanjing and Suzhou among its 40 facilities worldwide, materials giant Celanese has learned a lot during the pandemic---including how a strong culture of safety and communication is helping the company remain resilient. Social distancing and PPEs are mandatory for all companies no matter how few workers there are.Courtesy of Collin Lab & Pilot Solutions

"Overall, we\'ve been very fortunate," says Tom Kelly, senior vice president of engineered materials and corporate strategy development. "We were proactive in terms of managing our production facilities," he notes, and "we learned an awful lot from the experience out of the gate in China, so when the same issues started to occur in Europe and the Americas, we were able to respond."

With many customers using Celanese as its sole supplier, Kelly explains, "we\'re always careful to make sure we have an ample finished product supply for our customers---especially in the engineered materials industry. That gives you some buffer to begin with."

Celanese also immediately initiates a crisis management team "as soon as we see something that we think could cause either an employee health issue, big safety issue, or supply problem. They meet hourly, daily, whatever is the right frequency, and identify sub teams to work on different aspects of the crisis."

As concern mounted over the situation in Wuhan, China, where the pandemic originated, that procedure went into place.

"One of the first sub teams we formed was to assess raw material supply," Kelly says. "The thinking at that point was that we buy materials from China that are used not just in our Chinese facilities but in Europe and the Americas, so we wanted to get ahead of a problem. We put in place a proactive sensing process to make sure we identified potential areas of risk, either through logistics---getting material out of China---or from the production of finished goods within China. To date, we\'ve had a couple of small issues, but they never really impacted production of our finished products."

Prior to the pandemic, Celanese was localizing supply in Asia, Europe, and the Americas, Kelly adds. "We were doing that not necessarily because we were concerned about situations like this; we just wanted to be close to our customers and be more responsive."

Maintaining that responsiveness post‐pandemic will require some thought about "how we best interface with our customers on projects. I think there\'s going to be a time period where our customers are back to work, the engineers who work with our materials are back at work, and we\'re back at work, but there are still restrictions on how we can travel and see each other. We\'re spending a lot of time thinking about the best way to have a seamless engagement with our customers to help them use our products, qualify our materials, and support their new‐product launches. Where we used to do that face to face, we now do that virtually. We\'re getting lots of good practice. We expect we\'re going to be living in this mode probably for another three to six months."

Germany\'s Collin Lab & Pilot Solutions, maker of a broad range of plastics equipment, notes some supply slowdowns, especially with parts from Asia and Italy.

"We expect slowdowns because customers don\'t make decisions or decisions take longer," says chief executive officer and managing partner Friedrich Kastner. "We are concentrating on specific projects while increasing focus on internal improvement and development processes."

Collin has also localized supply chains. "As a European supplier, we rely very much on European sources. Until now we have not seen a significant increase in quality issues, but we are proactive and have a stronger focus on quality control of incoming parts."
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In the 10 years since he founded the Reshoring Initiative, Harry Moser has accumulated copious data documenting pain points associated with manufacturing domestically versus importing. And as past president of GF Machining Solutions and SPE\'s 1996 mold design award winner, Moser is well known throughout the plastics industry and understands its concerns.

"We talk about shortening the supply chain---and we believe that the pandemic proves that having the United States be highly dependent on imports isn\'t a viable long‐run option," he notes, pointing out the overwhelming dependency the U.S. has on Chinese‐made pharmaceuticals and protective masks.

To help companies like molders and extruders secure more domestic business from customers who might otherwise import product, the Reshoring Initiative provides the free, online Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Estimator ([www.reshorenow.org/tco‐estimator](http://www.reshorenow.org/tco-estimator)) to demonstrate the advantage in buying domestically. The Initiative also offers the Import Substitution Program. Companies identify products they are particularly good at making and the Reshoring Initiative identifies the biggest importers of those products. Moser trains companies to use the TCO to convince the customers to reshore and buy from them instead. One molding company is now using this program. Voices from the Front LinesChairs of SPE technical divisions reveal strong operations and optimism for the future at their respective companies. Here are some of their comments.**Kevin Slusarz, Extrusion Division, director of process technology for U.S. Extruder, Westerley, R.I.** "We still have a lot of activity, especially on the medical side. Our vendors are still supplying us with components to build extruders." The company has been "shuffling the number of employees who are in the building at any time. We\'re trying to keep it to a skeleton staff of about five people at a time. Most of us are working remotely. We were fortunate that when we set up the business \[two‐and‐a‐half years ago\], everything was done in the cloud." U.S. Extruders designs all its extruders and builds them in‐house with most parts sourced within 200 miles of Rhode Island, he explains. Gearboxes, for example, are made by Coleman, a German company with an assembly facility in New Jersey. "We also have an Italian supplier, but we haven\'t had a major interruption in either of those two components." (Although with the closure of Wexco in March, barrels are primarily only available from Xaloy in the U.S.) "We\'re still fielding new orders. Some things are delayed, but that always happens with OEM equipment." Meanwhile, the company is proceeding with installation of a lab for screw testing and developing a medical tubing line.**Rick Puglielli, Injection Molding Division, president of Promold Plastics, Portland, Conn.** The custom molder is still getting orders from all markets, not just medical. "We haven\'t seen a dip. I don\'t think anyone could have planned for a pandemic like this, and everyone\'s response has been pretty good given the cards we\'ve been dealt. We\'ve got a short staff. I can still get materials. I have customers still asking me for parts. Some people say their parts are critical because they are making things down the supply chain that end up in hospital equipment. I think \[the pandemic\] is going to help manufacturing in the long run because it\'s going to create a backlog. Once we all get out of this, everyone is going to have plenty of work to do. Hopefully most people will rethink: 'Why don\'t we build things here rather than importing?' (A page on ProMold\'s website, [www.promoldplastics.com/made‐in‐america](http://www.promoldplastics.com/made-in-america), is dedicated to explaining the company\'s Made in the USA philosophy.) We had one customer shut down for a couple of weeks, but they\'re back up. It\'s going to take another one to three months before manufacturing gets back to normal."**Eric Short, Thermoforming Division, vice president of customer and technical services for Simona‐PMC, Findlay, Ohio.** "We are continuing to operate as some of our customers fall under the "essential" business classification. We have been adjusting our schedule to balance demand and customer delivery needs. We have also received several requests for clear material for PPE (personal protection equipment). Of the requests, clear, thick acrylic has been within our material and extrusion capability; all others we have referred to other companies. We have been in a fortunate position to be able to keep our current workforce busy with orders, and we have not had an issue with raw material suppliers meeting our needs. Should this crisis continue, and demand softens, we would adjust accordingly, but we have no plans as yet. Our non‐production staff has been efficiently working from home. Although we are a make‐to‐order business, we carry a sufficient inventory of finished goods and raw materials. We operate a flexible schedule based on demand, which is a testament to our cross‐functionally trained operations staff. I\'m proud to see the responsiveness and collaboration of a strong network of professionals to meet the influx of PPE demands for face shields and clear partitions. It\'s rewarding to be able to help provide options or refer contacts to the dozens of requests we get on a weekly basis."

Cargo containers in Shanghai laden with merchandise await loading on ships bound for U.S. ports and other destinations.Courtesy of Alex Needham

"The estimator becomes a sales tool to convince that importer to buy domestically instead of continuing to import," Moser explains. Based on data from over 200 cases comparing order fulfillment by the U.S. or China, Moser has found the U.S. wins the business:

» 8 percent of the time when only price is considered.» 32 percent of the time when total cost of ownership is considered.» 46 percent of the time when a 15 percent U.S. tariff is involved.

"Now your success rate when you call on companies importing things just went up substantially" when using the calculator\'s data in sales conversations, Moser concludes.

In one instance outside the plastics industry that Moser recalls, a Chicago‐area contract manufacturer was about to lose a major U.S. customer to a lower‐priced Chinese offer. By using the TCO Estimator, that manufacturer was able to show its customer that while his per‐unit price was higher than the Chinese competitor\'s, the total product cost was lower. As a result, the manufacturer saved a \$60 million order.

Meanwhile, "reshoring is going incredibly well," Moser asserts. When he started the Reshoring Initiative in 2010, about 6,000 jobs a year were coming back to the U.S.; that increased to 180,000 a year by 2017. However, "to be able to reach trade balance in 20 years, instead of bringing back 180,000 jobs a year, we\'d have to bring back about 500,000 per year---roughly three times the best we\'ve ever done. And our industry, especially our workforce, cannot absorb the demand for 500,000 extra manufacturing workers per year. We don\'t have the mold makers, the injection molding operators, the mold designers, etc. It\'s going to take a long time---decades---to reverse the sociological biases \[against manufacturing careers\] and develop this workforce.

"Making reshoring visible helps show the next generation that manufacturing is once again a desirable career," he says.

Another one of Moser\'s goals is balancing the trade deficit. According to U.S. Census figures, the country\'s deficit with China has skyrocketed from \$83 billion in 2001---the year China entered the World Trade Organization---to as high as \$419.5 billion in 2018. In 2019, that figure fell to \$345.6 billion and stood at \$42 billion through February.

"Balancing that---having exports equal imports---will mean we make as much as we consume," Moser notes. "That\'s a reasonable place to get to. That would require about 5 million additional manufacturing jobs, which would be a 40 percent increase in U.S. manufacturing."

*To read an interview with Harry Moser, see the May issue of* Plastics Engineering, *p. 46*.
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